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ABSTRACT
ITER will use beryllium as a plasma-facing material in the main chamber, covering a total surface area of
about 620 m2 . Given the importance of beryllium erosion and co-deposition for tritium retention in ITER,
significant efforts have been made to understand the behaviour of beryllium under fusion-relevant conditions
with high particle and heat loads. This paper provides a comprehensive report on the state of knowledge
of beryllium behaviour under fusion-relevant conditions: the erosion mechanisms and their consequences,
beryllium migration in JET, fuel retention and dust generation. The paper reviews basic laboratory studies,
advanced computer simulations and experience from laboratory plasma experiments in linear simulators of
plasma–wall interactions and in controlled fusion devices using beryllium plasma-facing components. A critical
assessment of analytical methods and simulation codes used in beryllium studies is given. The overall objective
is to review the existing set of data with a broad literature survey and to identify gaps and research needs to
broaden the database for ITER.

1. Introduction
Beryllium (Be) has been on the list of candidates for plasma-facing
materials (PFM) in nuclear fusion devices since the late 1980s. With
the decision to use Be as the material for the first wall (FW) in the
main chamber of ITER, the research on its fusion-relevant aspects has
been accelerated. The properties of Be for fusion applications have been
reviewed several times [1–4]. Understanding Be-related plasma–wall
interaction (PWI) mechanisms such as the erosion of Be by hydrogen

isotope (H, D, T) and impurity particle bombardment as well as the
hydrogen isotope inventory in Be and Be-containing materials became
a major scientific issue and the topic of numerous studies [5–65]. The
influence of neutron-induced defects in Be has also been addressed in
specific studies [66–96]. However, since no neutron source with the
typical spectrum from D-T fusion reactions is available, those studies
rely on defects created by fission neutrons. The fundamental aspects of
Be surfaces [97–133] and their behaviour upon hydrogen adsorption
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AMS
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MD
MS
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qMS
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RH

atomic data and analysis suite
accelerator mass spectrometry
binary-collision approximation
blanket module
chemically assisted physical sputtering
carbon-fibre component
collisional-radiative model
charge-exchange particle
density functional theory
energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
plasma edge-localized mode
electron probe microanalysis
elastic recoil detection analysis
kinetic Monte Carlo simulation code for
erosion
focused ion beam
first wall
first wall panel
ion beam analysis
ion cyclotron radio heating
ion cyclotron wall conditioning
ITER-Like Wall project at JET
image plate technique
inner wall cladding
inner wall guard limiter
Joint European Torus
JET with full carbon wall
JET with all metal ITER-Like Wall
laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy
laser-induced desorption
liquid scintillation counting
molecular dynamics
metastable state
nuclear reaction analysis
NRA deconvolution suite
optical emission spectroscopy
object kinetic Monte Carlo
onion skin model
partial differential equation
photon efficiency coefficient
plasma-facing component
plasma-facing material
plasma-facing surface
particle-induced X-ray emission
plasma-surface interaction
plasma–wall interaction
quasi-metastable state
quartz microbalance
Rutherford backscattering spectrometry
remote handling

scanning electron microscopy
secondary ion mass spectrometry
scanning variant of TEM
scrape-off layer
scrape-off layer plasma simulation code
thermal desorption spectrometry
transmission electron microscopy
tritium migration and permeation code
tritium plasma experiment
transport of ions in matter code
upper dump plate
plasma–wall dynamics code
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
X-ray diffraction spectroscopy

and eventually as material for the limiters and cladding in the main
chamber of JET with the JET ITER-Like Wall (JET-ILW) project [146].
In addition to the relatively high melting point of Be (1560 K), other
properties attractive for the PFMs of fusion devices include (i) a low
atomic number (𝑍 = 4) ensuring good plasma compatibility by minimizing the radiation losses associated with Be penetrating in the core
plasma [147], (ii) high thermal conductivity (∼200 Wm−1 K−1 at room
temperature) (iii) high reactivity with oxygen making it a good getter
material. In JET-ILW, Be is acting intrinsically as low-𝑍 conditioning
species comparable to other low-𝑍 species like lithium (Li) or boron
(B) which must be extrinsic, applied by Li-evaporation or boronisation
before or during plasma-operation. No additional low-𝑍 conditioning
is therefore required in JET-ILW or in ITER.
As a drawback, the low atomic mass implies relatively efficient
plasma-surface interaction (PSI) processes, such as sputtering by plasma
particles as discussed in Section 3.2 below. Originally, Be was also expected to have a low hydrogen retention rate as compared to retention
in carbon (C) because of the absence of chemical interactions between
Be and H. While the retention is indeed lower than that of C-based
materials, there is evidence for complex chemical interactions involving
Be and H with the formation of molecular compounds. This point will
be discussed in Sections 3.3, 5.2 and 6.2 . However, even though Be
layers are formed due to Be erosion followed by deposition in the main
chamber and in the divertor [148], the fuel content in these Be layers
is significantly lower than in C layers which have been built up under
comparable surface temperature and impinging flux conditions [149].
The erosion processes and migration will be presented in Section 5.
Nevertheless, the application of Be in fusion devices has been limited to the mentioned toroidal devices because of health hazards related
to its toxicity, especially in the form of Be oxide dust [150]. Dedicated
safety precautions during the installation, operation and removal of
components are required [151]. Another, less major, issue is the activation of9 Be (the only stable Be isotope) under neutron flux to 10 Be,
which has a half-life of 𝑡1∕2 = 1.39 × 106 y.
This paper provides a comprehensive report on the state of knowledge of Be behaviour under fusion-relevant conditions: erosion mechanisms and their consequences, migration of species, fuel retention and
dust generation. Processes related to Be activation in fusion devices
have been discussed previously elsewhere [152]. The overall objective
is to present an existing set of data with a broad literature survey and
to identify gaps and research needs to broaden the database for ITER.

with respect to surface structure and reconstruction have been studied
both experimentally and by ab initio methods [134–142].
Be has been used in plasma-facing components (PFCs) of several
fusion devices, including as test limiters in UNITOR [143] and ISX-B
[144,145], thin layers by in vacuo evaporation in the Joint European
Torus (JET), divertor material in JET during 1994–1995 campaigns

2. Beryllium in ITER
Plasma-facing components (PFC) made of Be will be used in the
main chamber of ITER where the total surface area covered with Be
will be about 620 m2 [153] for a total mass of about 12 tons. Since the
2
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significant evaporation avoidance in the divertor [166]. However, high
ELM frequency (>30–50 Hz) will result in Be surfaces being exposed to a
large number of transient heating cycles which could lead to significant
roughening/cracking of the surface [167]. Significant surface melting
could occur during disruptions as discussed in Refs. [168–170].

material combination planned for ITER [154], Be first wall (FW) and W
divertor, had never been tested in a tokamak, the JET-ILW project was
initiated in 2004 [155] to study the compatibility of plasma operations
with the ITER material mix and to quantify the fuel retention and
material migration in such a configuration. The material configuration
of JET was changed from a first wall and divertor made of carbon-fibre
enforced composites (CFC) to a configuration with a full-W divertor and
with Be components in the main chamber wall: bulk metal Be inner and
outer limiters and upper dump plates (UDP), and Be coatings on the
inner wall cladding (IWC) tiles. An overview of the observations related
to retention and migration can be found in Ref. [64]. The underlying
physical processes for Be erosion at the JET main chamber by impinging
hydrogen isotope ions, energetic hydrogen isotope neutrals as well as
Be ions will be described in the upcoming sections.
The ITER blanket First Wall (Fig. 1) faces the plasma directly and is
made of 440 blanket modules (BMs), each comprised of a plasma-facing
FW panel (FWP) and a shield block made of stainless steel (316L(N)IG). A detailed description of the ITER blanket design can be found
in Ref. [153]. The BMs are segmented into 18 poloidal sections, for
a total of 440 BMs inside the machine. The typical size of a BM is
about 1 m × 1.4 m × 0.5 m. The BMs are actively cooled by water
(inlet temperature 70 ◦ C, inlet pressure 4 MPa, total heat removal
capacity up to 736 MW). Two types of FWP exist, depending on the
expected steady-state heat loads. Two types of cooling technologies
were retained for the FWP: a ‘‘normal heat flux’’ technology rated for
up to 2 MW m−2 and an ‘‘enhanced heat flux technology’’ capable of up
to 4.7 MW m−2 [156]. The plasma-facing units are made of ‘‘fingers’’
whose design differs for the two types of FWP: SS316L(N)-IG tubes for
normal heat flux FW panels, in which the SS tubes are embedded into
a copper alloy (CuCrZr); and hypervapotron channels made of CuCrZr
alloy for enhanced heat flux FW panels. The Be armour thickness will
be about 8–10 mm.
Because of the shaping of the panels, the heat and particle loading
on the FW will be strongly inhomogeneous; an illustration of this can
be found in Ref. [157]. The FWPs will be subject to bombardment
by plasma particles, both plasma ions and energetic charge-exchange
(CX) neutrals, the energy and magnitude of which will define the
amount of erosion/deposition in the device. Computer simulations are
required to determine the stationary heat loads on components. These
have been done with plasma fluid simulations using the SOLPS code.
Simulations have been mainly performed in 2D and therefore do not
account for the 3D nature of the wall, however, 3D edge plasma
codes are now becoming available. The SOLPS numerical grid does not
extend to the main wall, and extrapolations have been made using the
Onion-Skin Model (OSM) fluid code based on different considerations
from the ITER Heat and Nuclear Load Specifications [158]. Details of
this procedure can be found in Refs. [159,160]. Fig. 2 shows typical
poloidal D flux profiles for two extreme cases of a low and high
density scrape-off layer (SOL) plasma for a Q = 10 ITER burning
plasma assuming full 2D symmetry. The particle flux on the FW is
orders of magnitude lower than in the divertor, but can still be of the
order of 1020 − 1021 m−2 s−1 . The areas of most intense interactions are
on BM-5 because of the small distance between the plasma and the
inner wall [161], near the top of the machine (BM-8 and 9) in the
vicinity of the secondary X-point [158] and on BM-11 and BM-18 where
the second separatrix intersects with the wall [162]. The CX neutral
particle energy can be relatively high because of the high pedestal
temperature in ITER (Te,ped ∼ 5 keV). The global Be erosion, transport
and deposition in the full ITER vessel geometry has been modelled by
the 2D version of the WallDYN code [163] and in the most advanced,
fully parallelized 3D Monte-Carlo Code ERO2.0 [164] for the steadystate phase of various ITER plasma backgrounds from SOLPS . The heat
loads induced by plasma edge-localized modes (ELMs) on the FW have
been evaluated in Ref. [165] for a global ELM-induced energy drop of
the plasma by 0.6 MJ. Only a fraction of this goes to the FW so the
0.6 MJ corresponds to the maximum ELM size for surface melting or

3. Fundamental data for erosion, deposition, hydrogen isotope
retention
Erosion is the term used to describe the fundamental processes by
which energetic particles remove atoms from a plasma-facing surface
(PFS). The most straightforward erosion diagnostic, for an elementally
pure material, is measuring the mass change of a sample. Another
technique useful in a plasma environment involves spectroscopically
measuring the photons emitted by eroded atoms that are excited by
the plasma, as is described later in Section 4.2.
Physical processes typically listed under the heading of Be erosion
include: physical sputtering, chemically-assisted physical sputtering
and thermally induced release of material, i.e. sublimation, evaporation, and melting accompanied by splashing. The other process associated with erosion is chemical erosion, where volatile species formed
chemically on the surface are released e.g. by thermal activation, but
this process has not been detected with Be samples.
Hydrogen retention in PFCs takes place as the hydrogen enters the
bulk through the surface and gets immobilized or trapped in some
lattice defect in the material, such as impurities, vacancies and other
open-volume defects, grain boundaries, and other imperfections. Retained hydrogen increases the hydrogen inventory in material which
in turn has an influence on the material’s functionality as a PFM. The
material’s ability to recycle hydrogen fuel back to plasma gets inhibited,
and the material’s physical properties may be altered through embrittlement. Further, retained and immobilized tritium is a radiological
hazard, and therefore a safety concern. Hence, understanding retention
and its underlying mechanisms is of crucial importance and an active
field in PFC materials research today.
Methodologies used to quantify Be erosion and deposition as well
as hydrogen retention in Be will be discussed in Section 3.1. Details on
Be erosion processes and on retention will be given in Sections 3.2 and
3.3, respectively.
3.1. Experimental methodologies for fundamental research
Experimental analysis methods can be used for hydrogen isotope
and other elemental impurity quantification and depth profiling, such
as thermal desorption spectrometry (TDS), secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS), high energy ion beam analysis methods including
Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS), nuclear reaction analysis (NRA) and elastic recoil detection analysis (ERDA), and various
laser-based methods. These methods combined allow detailed research
on hydrogen trapping and transport in materials and have been applied
for material sputtering, erosion and deposition studies as well. Each
experimental technique has its own advantages and disadvantages,
which are outlined in the following paragraphs.
Analyses performed with TDS are standard for measuring the total
amount of hydrogen in a given sample. By heating the samples with
a controlled temperature ramp and simultaneously measuring the released volatile species it is possible to quantify the absolute amount
of all hydrogen isotopes and, by repeating the measurements with
identical samples but different heating rates, it is possible to gain
insight into the binding and activation energies of the trapping, detrapping and diffusion processes in the material (Section 6.2.2). Using
SIMS all hydrogen isotopes and other impurities can be detected. It
has good depth resolution [171], but the results are hard to quantify
absolutely and may be prone to matrix effects. Also NRA can be used
for any hydrogen isotope detection [172], but in practice limitations
are often encountered since not all facilities are licenced to operate
3
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Fig. 1. (a) Cut-away of the ITER vacuum vessel illustrating the Be first wall and tungsten divertor. (b) Schematic view of a blanket module made of a plasma-facing first wall
panel and a shield block. The FW panels are shaped to shadow the remote handling access holes and avoid possible leading edges in the case of radial misalignment between
adjacent FWPs. The blanket modules are numbered from 1 (inboard side) to 18 (outboard side).
Source: Reproduction from Ref. [153].

Fig. 2. Poloidal distribution of D fluxes in ITER for two assumptions on the far-SOL density profiles (left) high density, and (right) low density.

with all, often radioactive, projectile species, and not all set-ups have
the necessary detectors to analyse gamma photons. NRA can be applied for detecting Be and other fusion-relevant light impurities, such
as O and C. Cross section data required for detecting Be with NRA
are very scarce, but the increasing requirement in fusion materials
research has recently induced new reaction cross sections [173–175].
For depth profiling of hydrogen isotopes in Be the main reactions are:
for protium p(15 N, 𝛼𝛾)12 C, for deuterium D(3 He, 𝛼)p [144,176,177],
and for tritium T(12 C,p)14 C and T(12 C, 𝛼)11 B [178]. However, ERDA
can be applied more efficiently for T depth profiling and quantification
due to ERDA sensitivity for T when using low energy4 He beams (see
e.g. Refs [172,179–182]). Also, a highly sensitive method, so-called
accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS), has been recently applied for T
depth profiling with a triton detection limit of 1011 Tm−3 and up to a
depth of 25 μm [183].
ERDA is based on the direct detection of recoils from the samples.
The technique can be used for depth profiling of all hydrogen isotopes

and other impurities. Due to the grazing incidence of the primary ion
beam, the method is usually restricted to smooth sample surfaces and
the analyzable depth is usually small compared to ion beam methods
with more perpendicular incidence such as RBS or NRA. However, for
suitable samples, profiles with exceptionally good depth resolution can
be achieved by ERDA. As an example, in Ref. [184] an analyzable depth
of < 0.5 μm with a hydrogen depth resolution of 80 nm was obtained
for7 Li-ERDA on a-C:H films.
For NRA, data analysis is typically performed using maximum likelihood approaches, e.g. with the Nuclear Reaction Analysis DeConvolution (NRADC) software [185]. In Ref. [186] it was shown that
the achievable depth resolutions calculated from NRADC and conventional forward calculations agree and are ∼100 nm for near-surface
D and 1.6 μm for D layers in the depth of 8 μm W. A study directly
dedicated for depth profiling of D in Be [176] showed that by using
both 𝛼-particles and protons from the D(3 He, 𝛼)p reaction, a depth
resolution of 140 nm for near-surface D in Be can be achieved, but
4
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an optimized 28 Si-ERDA can reach a depth resolution of better than
50 nm. A novel approach, called total-IBA, of combining simultaneous
analysis of results obtained from the measurements of D and other
impurities in Be using RBS, NRA and particle-induced X-ray emission
(PIXE) has been recently developed [65,187]. In total-IBA, the results
from multiple measurement techniques are analysed in parallel using
the Bayesian data furnace method, making it suitable for large-scale
analyses of fusion PFCs, such as JET-ILW (see Refs. [65,188–191] and
Section 5.1.2).
For the laser-based methods many different names for methodologies with overlapping analysis regimes and techniques exist. They can
be mainly differentiated by the duration of the laser pulse, ranging from
femtosecond to millisecond, the laser energy density, and the observed
species (photons or particles) [192]. The depth profiles measured with
laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) agree qualitatively with
those measured by SIMS. For a LIBS system with a 5-ns Nd:YAG laser
(pulse energies up to 650 mJ at 1064 nm), ablation depths of 100–
2500 nm per laser pulse are reported in Be-containing layers from the
JET-ILW [193]. One challenge with LIBS hydrogen depth profiling is
that for millisecond and nanosecond pulse lengths, the heat penetration depth is larger than the ablation depth per pulse and therefore
hydrogen can desorb from regions deeper in the sample. This can
be overcome by the use of femtosecond laser pulses [194]. LIBS in
the picosecond domain delivers, therefore, the best compromise by
minimal thermal interaction with the bulk material and good sensitivity
with respect to the hydrogen isotope quantification with a typical depth
resolution of ∼100 nm and a typical spot size of ∼1 mm. Laser-induced
desorption (LID) spectroscopy is a technique to quantify trapped hydrogen isotopes by locally heating the samples with a laser and to observe
spectroscopically the fuel emission. It is also possible to measure the
released fuel with gas analysis utilizing mass spectrometry. This technique is labelled as LID-QMS and tritium-compatable systems have been
recently installed and tested in Ref. [195], and it is foreseen as an
in-vessel technique to be used in ITER. The power density and pulse
duration applied in LID should be chosen so that the pulse-induced
thermal heating of the sample is sufficient to release all hydrogen in a
single pulse, but not to induce melting or significant sublimation of the
bulk material. It should be mentioned that full release of hydrogen fuel
only occurs when the temperature approaches the melting temperature
of Be [195,196]. While the method is already widely established on fusion materials, measurements on Be-based materials are still rare [196],
but detailed studies were recently performed on bulk Be and on Be
layers [195] demonstrating full desorption of fuel from these samples.

front of the sample. Measuring the lateral flux distribution or scanning
the focused beam over the surface further reduces the error bar in
the flux determination down to a few percent. Secondly, the energy
can be easily set by the extraction potential. Taking into account that
the energy spread in the ion source is at most in the few eV range
and extraction potentials are typically in the keV range, ion beams
can be considered mono-energetic and have a narrow emittance. In
contrast to experiments with plasma devices, mass separation can be
easily achieved by a bending magnet and hence beams of atomic or
specific molecular ions can be generated free of impurities, which is a
prerequisite to compare results with modelling. Finally, by tilting the
substrate, the angle of incidence of the beam can be easily changed and
measurements as function of angle of incidence can be performed.
However, there are also obvious drawbacks of ion beam experiments. First, fluxes that can be reached are only in the 1018 − 1019 ions
m−2 s−1 range, which is at least one to two orders of magnitude less
than expected for the FW in ITER (see Section 2). Hydrogen isotope
solute concentrations in the Be lattice are therefore smaller and possible
effects that prevail in plasma experiments cannot be addressed with
ion beams. Also, sputter yield measurements at low energies are barely
accessible because due to space charge limitations, the flux density at
the target drops even further for lower ion energies. This is most serious
for Be data as the sputtering threshold for this very light metal is much
smaller than for heavier metals. Due to the efficient energy transfer in
collisions of light ions with Be, the threshold for physical sputtering is
low (e.g. for deuterium and perpendicular angle of incidence, 9.5 eV).
Even if experiments are conducted successfully at low energies,
the results become less reliable for several reasons. Experimental data
below 100 eV may be too large due to the non-negligible energy spread
and the angular divergence of the incident beam [199]. In addition,
energetic neutrals that are created by charge exchange collisions in the
beam path can affect the results because extraction is typically done
in the keV range and particles are decelerated only directly in front
of the target to minimize particle losses on the flight path. Next, for
low energies and hence low fluxes, oxidation has to be considered for
reactive materials such as Be. In Ref. [6] a D+
ion beam was used to
3
study Be sputtering, but due to the low ion flux used, the low sputter
yield and the efficient O gettering of Be surfaces, the results obtained
may represent D retention feature in BeO rather than D-induced Be
sputtering. To conclude, the D adsorption rate to oxygen-containing
species in the sample must be smaller than the erosion rate, which is
defined by the arrival rate of the D ions multiplied with the sputter
yield. This can be highlighted with the following example. Assuming
a sticking probability to oxygen of unity, a D flux of 2 × 1019 m−2 s−1
and taking the sputter yield for BeO to be 0.01 at a D energy of 200
eV into account, one gets a partial pressure for oxygen of 4 × 10−8
mbar (or 3 × 10−8 mbar for water) where both effects balance each
other. For such conditions, sputter yield measurements of clean Be
samples yielded those values obtained for BeO [200] (Fig. 3). Only at
elevated temperatures (T > 650 ◦ C) is Be assumed to diffuse through
the oxide layer enabling the sputter yield of clean Be to be measured
reliably [200,201].
Another drawback of Be sputter experiments with light ions is the
formation of surface roughness. As was shown in Ref. [202] when eroding Be with hydrogen ions, a needle-like surface roughness evolved that
lowered the Be sputter yield. The cause for this roughness evolution
is assumed to be the lower sputter yield range for nearly all possible
surface impurities, such as C, N or any metal, and occurs with surface
oxides as well as with clean Be. As a consequence, the surface will be
enriched with impurity species, leading to surface roughening which
in turn modifies the sputter yield. The latter was shown for Be in
Ref. [203], where the sputter yield was measured as a function of angle
of incidence for H erosion of Be together with the surface morphology.
In that case the erosion yields at normal incidence were increased as
compared to a perfectly flat surface, while they were observed to reduce
at glancing angles.

3.2. Sputtering and erosion of beryllium
3.2.1. Sputter yields of beryllium in ion beam experiments
Physical sputtering occurs when an energetic particle, either neutral
or charged, transfers sufficient energy to lattice atoms in the sample to
overcome the surface binding energy of the material. The result is the
ejection of atoms from the surface of the material. Due to the surface
binding energy of Be, 3.38 eV, the released Be atoms have a large
velocity and can travel a significant distance before becoming ionized
by any nearby plasma. Physical sputtering is typically well described by
binary-collision models of the interactions [197] and such models have
been validated under certain conditions using ion beam bombardment
experiments [198] of Be targets.
Early ion beam experiments have provided the best grounds to
establish the data based on physical sputter yields of many target
materials by particle impact. The advantage of ion beams over plasma
experiments are manifold. First, the flux of particles hitting the target
under investigation can be measured directly and with higher accuracy
than for plasma experiments. Generally, this is done by measuring the
current collected at the sample position with so-called Faraday cups.
Secondary electrons created by the impacting ion can be suppressed
by a careful design of geometry or by the use of biased apertures in
5
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the ions interacting with the surface is obtained by biasing the targets
negatively. In principle, this allows for an almost mono-energetic ion
energy distribution (within an eV or two) measurement of physical
sputtering. In practice, however, one must still be concerned with
multiply charged ion species, impurities and molecular ions contained
in the plasma. Due to the potential drop near the surface of the targets,
multiply-charged ions interact with the surface with increased energy
compared to a singly charged ion. On the other hand molecular ions
(such as H+
and H+
) interacting with the surface is equivalent to twice
2
3
the flux of H+ ions and one half the energy (H+
), or three times the
2
H+ flux at one third the energy (H+
) based on the assumption that the
3
molecule kinetic energy greatly exceeds the molecule binding energy
(e.g. for H2 the binding energy is 4.748 eV). Taking into account
these complications, the physical sputtering rate measured in high
flux plasma devices is lower than that measured in lower-flux ion
beam devices. For hydrogenic, or helium, plasma incident on Be this
is typically smaller by a factor of 5–10 [207].
In co-deposition studies conducted on the Tritium Plasma Experiment (TPE) device [208], the erosion yield was not mentioned in
publications, however the measured yield was also lower than calculated TRIM values [209]. This can be seen by using the details of the
plasma exposure conditions and geometry mentioned in Ref. [208].
When the TRIM calculated value for Be erosion by 100 eV deuterium
ions is used (i.e. 3 × 10−2 atoms/ion) along with the geometry specified
in Ref. [208] one expects to measure a co-deposited Be layer thickness
of approximately 650 nm. After the experiment was complete, Nuclear
Reaction Analysis (NRA) determined the layer thickness to be only
150 nm. Also in Ref. [208], an additional co-deposition experiment
using an incident flux 3 times higher, resulted in a layer thickness
increase of only a factor of 2. These measurements are consistent with a
reduction of erosion yield with increasing ion flux to the target. Similar
reduced Be erosion rates have been observed in high flux plasma
confinement experiments at PISCES-B [210]. Reduced erosion yields of
other materials have also been documented when subjected to high flux
plasma bombardment [211].
Part of the explanation for this reduction appears to be related to
the development of morphology on the surface of the Be targets [202].
That is, an increase of the surface roughness in comparison to smooth
or polished surfaces. As shown in Section 3.2.1, a similar cone-like
morphology, and the resulting reduction of erosion due to the cones,
has also been observed in high flux ion beam irradiation of Be surfaces [205]. Unfortunately, this reduction of physical sputtering is
typically only a factor of 2–3 for Be surfaces that do not exhibit surface
impurity deposition during the plasma exposure [205]. Another factor
must come into play, further reducing physical sputtering during high
flux bombardment of surfaces.
It is speculated that the high incident flux of ions results in a
large quantity of plasma species atoms becoming embedded in the near
surface of the plasma exposed targets. Soon after the plasma bombardment of the target begins, a steady-state situation is established by
the concentration of gas atoms in the surface increasing until release
from the surface balances the incoming flux of ions. The time taken
to reach this equilibrium obviously depends on the ion flux. In the
simplest view, a concentration of 50% gas atoms incorporated in the
surface would dilute the concentration of target atoms in the surface
and result in a factor of 2 reduction of physical sputtering. Similarly,
a 66% concentration of gas atoms would reduce physical sputtering
by a factor of 3. Of course, gas atoms do more than just reduce the
surface concentration of metallic atoms. Gas atoms in the surface can
form chemical bonds with the metallic lattice atoms and change the
surface binding energy, thereby altering the physical sputtering from
the surface. While attempts have been made to simulate the role of
gas atoms on physical sputtering [212], to date there have been no
measurements of the actual concentration of gas atoms in the surface
during plasma exposure, so the theories remain unproven.

Fig. 3. Experimental sputter yields of D on Be obtained by Mattox and Sharp [202],
and by Roth [200] in comparison with BCA calculations using TRIM. The impact
energies are mono-energetic and the impact angle is perpendicular to the mirror-like
surface.

In summary, the database on Be sputter yields derived from ion
beam experiments is much less sound than for most other metals,
especially for light ion bombardment. Sputter yields of Be with heavier
ions such as Ne, Ar and Xe are considered much more reliable as some
of the challenges that exist for light ion bombardment are less critical.
Due to the higher sputter yield, oxidation is substantially reduced.
Likewise, heavier impurities are sputtered more effectively and surface
roughness is not expected to evolve. In that sense they are also a test
case to compare with binary collision approximation (BCA) simulations
and the agreement is satisfying. The erosion rates of Be, BeO, Be2 C,
and Be4 B due to ion bombardment were reviewed in Ref. [201]. Fig. 3
presents D-induced experimental Be and BeO sputtering rates compared
with computational rates obtained with BCA. The Be sputtering yield
values obtained experimentally and by computer simulations for pure
Be with H, D, T, He, Be, C, O, Ne, and Ar bombardment together with
parameters for fit formulae to calculate sputter yields as function of
projectile energy and angle of incidence are compiled in Ref. [204].
3.2.2. Beryllium erosion in plasma experiments
Measuring physical sputtering in a high flux plasma environment
with high fluences (>1021 ions cm−2 ) is somewhat more complex as
compared to ion beam experiments (see Section 3.2.1). The one simplifying factor is that in most high flux plasma devices the ion flux to
the surface is sufficiently large to remove the native oxide layer very
quickly on the initiation of the plasma bombardment [205]. Complicating factors involved in plasma-based measurements include issues
of quantitatively determining the plasma species interacting with the
surface. This can include plasma impurity ions, multiply charged ions
in the plasma and molecular ion species [206]. In plasma confinement
facilities, the ion flux is usually characterized by a Maxwellian energy
distribution, or a temperature distribution. Detailed modelling of the
PSI processes must include this energy distribution of the impinging
ions (relevant, for example, for sputtering threshold studies); this makes
a comparison with BCA data more complex.
Linear plasma devices offer a simpler environment to measure sputtering due to plasma bombardment. In such devices the ion temperature
in the plasma is usually only a few eV and the incident energy of
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The formation of chemical bonds between hydrogenic gas atoms
and Be atoms near the surface has another effect on sputtering. The
presence of such bonds can promote a process referred to as chemically
assisted physical sputtering (CAPS) [213], which is also known as swift
chemical sputtering [214]. This process has been observed in JET [215]
and extensively studied experimentally in PISCES-B [216,217] and
results in the sputtering of a radical BeH, or BeD, molecule from the
plasma-exposed surface. Formation of BeT can be expected similarly to
take place with T-containing plasmas. The process involves an incoming
ion disrupting, or breaking, a bond in the surface that supplies sufficient
energy to a BeH, BeD or BeT molecule and causes it to be energetically
released, or sputtered, from the target. This process has been modelled
for BeD [218] and the predictions of the model subsequently verified
by experiments in PISCES-B [216] and JET [213]. At low incident ion
energy, the release of BeD is the dominant material loss channel, but
at higher energy physical sputtering is dominant [218]. The process
exhibits a surface temperature dependence that causes it to be reduced
during higher surface temperature operation. An open question persists
as to the sputtering of BeD2 (the stable form of the Be deuteride
molecule) from the surface; since its signature emission would be
expected deep in the infrared wavelengths, experimental measurements
have not been possible so far.

add confidence to the extrapolated predictions of co-deposition and
retention rates now used for ITER [163].
Perhaps equally important as being able to accurately predict the
amount and location where co-deposits are likely to form in ITER, is
the ability to develop efficient techniques to remove the trapped T from
co-deposits [223]. Presently, the primary tritium recovery mechanism
envisioned for ITER is baking the vessel and divertor to 513 K (240 ◦ C)
and 623 K (350 ◦ C), respectively [224]. Deuterium release from Be
co-deposits prepared in laboratory conditions has been investigated
and successfully modelled under a variety of conditions, including
thickness, rate of temperature change, baking time, etc. [225,226].
A further complicating factor for removal of tritium from
co-deposits in ITER is the fact that the co-deposits formed during
plasma operation have multi-layered structures. Initial experiments to
study the influence of successive baking/co-deposition cycles showed
that in the case where a fresh co-deposit is formed on top of a
partially depleted layer (from a previous bake), the outgassing of the
fresh co-deposit will be affected by the depleted under-layers [227].
Later experiments [228] showed that this effect would actually be less
important than initially thought because of the annealing of existing
traps during the bake.
The effects of adding He ions to the particle flux to bulk Be surfaces,
to better simulate the environment of a burning plasma, has also been
investigated. The addition of small amounts of He to a D plasma
does not change the sputtering yield of bulk Be significantly [229],
so the material source term for co-deposition does not change. The
influence of He on the D retention in bulk Be targets exposed to the
mixed D/He plasma appears to be a small reduction in retention at
sample temperatures up to 473 K [229]. Above this temperature, He
appears to have no effect. Similarly, a small reduction in retention
in Be co-deposits formed during mixed D/He plasma exposure is also
observed [230]. Again, as the co-deposition temperature increases the
effect disappears. The data from TDS analysis of both D and He exposed
bulk Be targets [229,231] and Be co-deposits [230] shows no drastic
alteration of the trap energies, as compared to pure D plasma exposure.
Small bubbles have been observed to form in co-deposits of PISCESB with the presence of He plasmas [232]. Investigations of co-deposits
removed from the JET-ILW have also revealed the presence of microscopic bubbles, however, JET-ILW has not been operated with He
meaning that these co-deposit bubbles are induced by the hydrogen
plasma operations [233,234]. Furthermore, similar bubbles have been
observed in the minuscule amounts of dust collected from the JETILW (Section 5.3). It is expected that these bubbles increase the fuel
retention in co-deposits, but detailed experiments are still needed to
quantify the effect.

3.3. Hydrogen retention in plasma experiments
3.3.1. Hydrogen retention in bulk Be
Deuterium retention in Be surfaces due to low energy ion bombardment, which is typical of plasma exposure, shows a clear saturation
with increasing fluence [219]. The saturation is believed to result from
an over-saturation of deuterium near the surface of the Be which results
in the formation of small gas filled bubbles. At high enough fluence,
these gas bubbles appear to grow and interconnect and thereby allow
pathways back out of the sample for implanted deuterium ions [29].
The magnitude of the retention depends on other factors, such as
temperature and ion energy, but is typically in the 1020 Dm−2 range
(Ref. [219] and references therein) and any release above 923 K is
negligible [15]. The temperature dependence of D retention in Be was
also extensively covered in Ref. [219]. The observed saturation of the H
retention is attributed to the formation of the interconnected bubbles,
which prevent deep diffusion into the bulk.
It has been documented that impurities in a plasma that can form
deposits on the surface (such as C) can drastically increase the retention
in Be samples [220]. However, it should be realized that such measurements are not really measurements of retention in Be, but rather
a measurements of the retention in the impurity surface coating that
forms on the Be sample during the plasma exposure.

3.3.3. Hydrogen retention and release in mixed Be-rich materials
Deuterium retention and release behaviour of Be mixed materials
have been investigated in order to assess the tritium removal with
the wall baking procedure currently suggested for ITER [235–237]. Be
samples containing C and W were prepared by the thermal vacuum arc
deposition technique [238]. Different strategies were applied for film
growth. In one approach, mixed layers with varying Be concentrations
were prepared by simultaneously operating one source with Be while
a second source was operated with W or C [239]. As the substrate
temperature was below 425 K, Be is expected to prevail in metallic form
(and C and W are expected to be in the dispersed atomic form).
In another approach, Be alloys were prepared by annealing thin
vacuum arc deposited W or C films on Be substrates. From the measured
stoichiometry Be2 C and Be12 W were deduced to be the dominant
phases respectively. Mixed layers of Be/O were prepared by depositing Be layers under a controlled oxygen atmosphere. Deuterium was
implanted with a mass-selected D+
ion beam with an ion energy of
3
600 eV (corresponding to an energy of 200 eV D−1 ) at a low flux of
3 × 1019 D m−2 s−1 to fluences of up to 4 × 1023 D m−2 . Implantation was
conducted for temperatures of up to 570 K. Measured D concentrations

3.3.2. Retention in Be co-deposits
Co-deposition of fuel species and Be is predicted to be the primary
channel for tritium accumulation within the ITER vacuum vessel [221].
A scaling law has been developed [149] to allow prediction of the
D/Be, and hence the T/Be, content ratios in co-deposits. The variables
influencing retention were the temperature at which the co-deposit
forms, the incident energy of the particles and the deposition rate of the
material. The scaling was successfully applied to Be co-deposits formed
at a variety of laboratory facilities as follows.
Comparing the results from laboratory facilities to co-deposits
formed in the JET-ILW is challenging. Post-mortem analysis has been
used to determine the amount of D, Be and other impurities in codeposits [65,191,222], but these are cumulative campaign values and
the conditions where the co-deposits are forming may change shot-toshot, or day-to-day during the plasma operations. However, knowledge
of the locations where co-deposits form can be used to validate material
migration codes to allow predictions of where co-deposits are likely
to form in ITER. The WallDYN code has been successfully applied to
the JET-C and JET-ILW materials and geometry [163]. These results
7
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initially retained D was removed after a fluence of 1×1023 Dm−2 even at
room temperature. Exchange of H by D on a 200 nm thick co-deposit
showed that exchange happens only within the ion range at this low
temperature. Exchange of H by D at 450 K on magnetron sputtered,
hydrogen-containing Be films also showed no indication of D uptake
or H removal in depth. Magnetron sputtered, hydrogen-containing Be
films with thickness of 600 nm were implanted with 10 keV D+
ions and
2
the implanted deuterium amount as well as the distribution of hydrogen
were measured with ion beam analysis [244]. Homogeneous removal
of hydrogen was found with NRA well beyond the implantation zone
even at low temperature although D was not found penetrate deeply.
There were several dedicated large-scale isotope exchange experiments in JET-ILW to determine fuel removal efficiency by either
tokamak plasma discharges, glow discharges or ion cyclotron plasma
discharges [245,246]. Gas balance analysis of the isotopic ratio carried
out at the plasma changeover experiment, from H to D and from D to H,
have shown fuel release predominantly from the surface layers of the Be
wall and the W divertor [245]. The most promising technique with the
highest fuel exchange or removal is the ion cyclotron wall conditioning
(ICWC) since there is, in particular, no co-deposition of the released
fuel particles as there would in a tokamak discharge. Therefore, it
has been concluded that the changeover from D-T to H plasma at
the end of a discharge in ITER may only reach the easily accessible
short-term fuel reservoir. ICWC aiming at the D inventory reduction
by isotope exchange with H has shown positive trend, though better
statistics regarding the operation conditions and access to the region of
Be co-deposits in the divertor and the limiter plasma-shadowed sides
is needed [246]. The impact of the fuel change, from D to H, on the
surface hydrogenic composition of PFCs has been studied following the
second ILW campaign (ILW-2) which was finished with approximately
300 tokamak plasma shots in hydrogen [191,247]. The content of deuterium in the near-surface layer of the co-deposits measured with NRA
was decreased by approximately 30% in comparison to the situation
after first campaign (ILW-1) performed fully with deuterium fuelling.
The depletion of deuterium content after ILW-2 was also confirmed by
secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) [191].

were not significantly different for pure Be, BeO and small additions
of C. However, 6 at.% of W reduced the maximum D concentration
by a factor of three. Deuterium concentrations decreased with the D
irradiation temperature in all cases, except for the Be/C layer with high
concentration which showed a more or less constant maximum D concentration value over the investigated temperature range. The decrease
with temperature was similar for these ion-implanted thin films to that
observed for co-deposited layers grown in PISCES-B plasmas [240].
Besides affecting the level of D retention, mixing the ratio of W or
C to Be changed the D desorption behaviour causing less efficient D
removal during baking. For the Be–W mixture as well as for the W alloy,
D release is still dominated by the low-temperature desorption peak,
although its intensity is attenuated compared to the higher-temperature
peaks. This is also the case for the Be2 C and the low concentration C
mixture (8 at.%). However, for the high C concentrations (50 at.%) D
release is dominated by a high temperature peak, characteristic for C–
D bonds, which prevents removal of the retained D by baking at 623
K in this case. As a consequence, based on these results, the baking
operation in ITER for tritium removal is expected to be efficient for the
first wall and Be-rich co-deposited layers formed at low temperature,
while it is expected to be inefficient for C-rich co-deposited layers (and
also of course for PFS which experience temperatures above 623 K
during a discharge).
Recent TDS results obtained with annealing at ITER-baking temperatures, using tokamak samples retrieved from the JET-ILW main
chamber bulk Be limiters and from the Be deposits of the W divertor,
showed significant remaining D retention after 15 hrs of annealing at
ITER-baking temperatures of 513 K and 623 K, respectively [222]. The
thickest deposits were found in the divertor area, mostly as a layered
sandwich-like structure, and having varying compositions of Be-D-O-C
mixtures [191]. The D retention in the divertor deposit samples was
found to correlate with the deposit thickness, and the thickest deposits
are found on the upper part of the inner divertor (approximate deposit
Be:D:O:C ratio 1:0.05:0.07:0.03 after one year JET-ILW campaign in
2013–2014). In the TDS experiments, after 15 hrs annealing at 623 K,
the highest remaining D fractions of 54 and 87% were recorded with
deposition thicknesses 10 and 40 μm, respectively. All the W divertor
samples studied were from the plasma SOL regions, where the fuel
retention takes place via co-deposition and low-energy implantation.
However, the bulk Be limiter samples analysed were from the limiter
mid-plane region, which has the highest heat and particle loads on
limiters, i.e. the main chamber samples were from the erosion zone and
free from any deposits and impurity co-deposits. After 15 hrs of annealing at 513 K, the remaining D fraction was over 90% [222] indicating
the D to be retained in energetically deep and implantation-induced
defects in the bulk Be.

4. Spectroscopic data
Optical emission spectroscopy (OES) provides in situ access to gross
erosion rates, impurity concentrations and fuel content during plasma
operation. The Be source strength resulting from physical sputtering is
usually addressed by observation of the neutral (Be I) or single ionized
Be (Be II). Doubly ionized Be (Be III) in the SOL region can either
describe energetic impinging Be impurities or transported and further
ionized Be from the source. Conversion of the light emission is done
with the aid of photon emission coefficients, which are tabulated e.g. in
the Atomic Data and Analysis Structure (ADAS) database.

3.4. Hydrogen isotope exchange experiments in Be co-deposits
Isotope exchange has been proposed as one possible way for intermittent reduction of tritium retention in ITER [221]. Isotope exchange
in W, at least in the near-surface region, is very efficient already at
low temperatures and low fluences [241,242]. However, hydrogen
isotope retention in ITER will be limited by codeposition with Be in
thick layers rather than by implantation near the surface. Therefore
isotope exchange is not expected to reduce tritium retention for Be
substantially. Still, for W it has been proven to be a method to study the
dynamics of hydrogen isotope transport in general by switching from
one isotope to the other [241,243]. As hydrogen transport in Be is much
less understood than in other metals it might therefore be a way to
elucidate the mechanism of transport.
To study the isotope exchange effect in Be, a D-containing Be codeposit grown in PISCES-B up to a thickness of 50 nm was exposed
to a low energy 200 eV/D ion beam with a flux of 2 × 1019 Dm−2 s−1
and the exchange of H by D was subsequently measured with ERDA.
Exchange within the ion range was very effective and 80% of the

4.1. Beryllium spectroscopy simulations - ADAS
The international project ADAS is a software package which provides computational plasma modelling tools and databases for analysis
and interpretation of spectral measurements for fusion and astrophysical applications [248].
The choice and correct use of Be atomic data, including the effect
of quasi-metastable (qMS) levels (the ground state 1𝑠2 2𝑠2 (1 𝑆0 ), and the
metastable 1𝑠2 2𝑠2 𝑝 (3 𝑃0 )) is of importance for correct Be spectroscopy
simulation. The ERO code, which is used for simulating various PSI
events and solves the 3D kinetic equations of impurities migrating in
the edge plasma [212,249], has been used for modelling by including
ADAS data, which is one of the most systematic and up-to-date compilations of the ab-initio calculated data of rates for fusion-relevant
collisional processes. The data is organized in a flexible collisionalradiative model (CRM) allowing various level reductions of itself to
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the effective rates, which can be deployed further in plasma transport
codes, such as ERO.
ADAS contains multiple datasets for each element and its ionization
states (i) the standard unresolved, JET baseline data with low precision,
but which is fairly complete (labelled as ADAS’89); (ii) the metastableresolved data set, but which is available only for light elements with
primary relevance to fusion (labelled ADAS’93), and (iii) the high-grade
metastable-resolved data set (labelled ADAS’96). For instance, for Be I
the data sets ADAS’93 and ADAS’96 are widely used, however, at low
energies the ionization data in set ADAS’93 is known to be, on average,
a factor two too low [250]. The data set ADAS’96 has more levels and
transitions included, and it provides intermediate coupling for all Be
ionic states as well as the qMS levels for Be I and Be II. The inclusion
of qMS levels allows the relatively slow relaxation between two spin
systems, such as the triplet and singlet for Be I with two upper shell
electrons, to be followed without the need of full-size CRM calculations
if the respective effective rates are used. For instance, for line emission
intensities there are as many photon efficiency coefficients (PEC) as
the number of qMS traced. Still, if this precision is not needed a single
PEC, or e.g. an ionization rate based on the very same dataset assuming
that qMS are in Boltzmann equilibrium can be produced. Exporting the
reduced atomic and ionic data from ADAS to the plasma particle tracing
codes is computationally efficient, but further dataset development may
be needed in the future.
The computational price when applying MS-resolved data is tracing
the level population (𝜒) and having significantly more rates. However,
the number of rates is still much less than in full-size CRM. In addition,
when using MS-resolved data for Be an arbitrary initial qMS level
population just after a Be sputtering event from the PFCs can be
assumed. Recent analyses have shown that assuming an 𝜒 = 0.66 − 0.75
population ratio in Be I corresponding to the 1𝑠2 2𝑠2 𝑝 3 𝑃0 level with the
ground state leads to best agreement with the experimental PWI results
obtained in PISCES-B and JET-ILW with D, He and Ar plasmas [251].
The origin for this specific population level has remained unclear and
more research is required in solid state and atomic physics. In some
cases the sputtered Be I species get ionized or thermalized with the
surrounding plasma relatively soon after the PWI event, so that this
initial population has no effect on the measured spectroscopic results.
Moreover, the difference in ionization from the ground state (1𝑠2 2𝑠2 )
and the metastable (1𝑠2 2𝑠2 𝑝) is ≈20–25%, so these processes can often
also be neglected. However, for line intensities of neutral lines near
the erosion or sputtering location, the effect is critical and cannot be
neglected. The effect has been seen to vary by a factor of three or
more between population levels 𝜒 = 0 and 𝜒 = 0.75. Obviously, the
effect is the opposite for singlet and triplet lines for Be I decaying from
respective qMS levels. Thus, it is of great use to have a measurement
of line ratios, which allow the determination the initial 𝜒 just after Be
sputtering. For the highest precision the measured singlet and triplet
line intensities should be used, which is, unfortunately, not always
easy given that the strongest singlet lines, including the resonance line
(Be I at 234.9 nm), lie in the UV range. In experiments at PISCES-B
it has been shown that the Be I 373.7 nm line can also be deployed
successfully for this purpose [252].

Here, 𝐼Be is the Be I line intensity. Thus, 𝑆∕𝑋𝐵 is an essential
parameter to quantify the sputtered flux. For Be I, 𝑆∕𝑋𝐵 values of
the strongest visible line at 457.3 nm were experimentally determined
under He plasma exposure to a Be target in PISCES-B [255]. From
Eq. (2), 𝑆∕𝑋𝐵 can be obtained as,
Spt

𝛤Be
𝑌 𝛤
𝑆
≈
= Be i ,
𝑋𝐵
4𝜋𝐼Be(I)
4𝜋𝐼Be
Spt

if 𝛤Be is known. The incident ion flux, 𝛤i , was measured with a
Langmuir probe. The sputtering yield of Be by He bombardment, 𝑌Be ,
was determined to be ∼ (2 ± 0.4) × 10−3 at the incident ion energy, 𝐸i , of
∼ 35 eV from a mass loss measurement in a dedicated plasma exposure
at low 𝛤i to avoid the redeposition of sputtered Be atoms on the target.
GL is negligible (in other
To satisfy the critical condition that 𝛤Be
words, most of sputtered Be atoms need to be ionized before escaping
from the plasma column), the measurements of 𝐼Be(I) were carried out
at higher 𝛤i for pulsed plasma discharges of several tens of seconds to
avoid the overheating of the Be target. When the ionization mean free
path, 𝜆mfp , of sputtered Be atoms was measured to be around 6–9 mm,
GL ∕𝛤 Spt ,
the fraction of geometrical loss flux of sputtered Be atoms, 𝛤Be
Be
Spt
GL
was estimated to be ∼8–18%. Here, 𝛤Be ∕𝛤Be was calculated from
exp(−𝐿∕𝜆mfp ) with the characteristic length of the system 𝐿 = 15 mm
taken from the plateau radius of the plasma parameters. Thus, 𝑆∕𝑋𝐵
may be overestimated by <50% [256] because of the underestimated
𝐼Be(I) . However, measured 𝑆∕𝑋𝐵 values were ∼3–5 times lower than
calculated data from ADAS’96 [248].
From the results obtained with PISCES-B some interpretations can
be derived. The systematically lower measured 𝑆∕𝑋𝐵 values as compared to ADAS values may be ascribed to the underestimation of 𝑌Be .
In the estimation of 𝑆∕𝑋𝐵, 𝑌Be ∼ (2 ± 0.4) × 10−3 from the mass
loss measurement was used as mentioned above, which is ∼ 10 times
lower than the TRIM value [257]. The lower 𝑌Be can be explained
mainly by surface morphology development [258] during the mass
loss measurement. On the other hand, surface morphology was not
fully developed for the 𝑆∕𝑋𝐵 measurements because of the pulsed
plasma discharges, i.e. low incident ion fluence to the target. The actual
𝑌Be during the 𝑆∕𝑋𝐵 measurements is, therefore, speculated to be
somewhat higher than 𝑌Be ∼ (2 ± 0.4) × 10−3 , leading to an increase
in 𝑆∕𝑋𝐵 and to better agreement with ADAS. However, more research
is needed to properly explain the differences in experimental and ADAS
data.
5. Beryllium erosion, deposition and hydrogen retention at JET
5.1. Measurements
The operation of JET started in 1983 as an all-metal machine.
In 1984 carbon wall components were introduced on the inner wall
cladding and limiters, thus starting the operation of JET-C (1984–
2009). Application of Be for wall conditioning began in 1989 through
Be evaporation (performed regularly until 2009) and the use of bulk
Be for major PFCs: (a) belt limiter composed of over 2000 castellated
tiles and for the floor tiles covering the Mk-0 divertor operated for
about 56 000 secs in 1989–1992, and (b) castellated tiles of the Mk-I-Be
divertor operated in 1995. Details of the operation and of consecutive
divertors are presented in Ref. [146]. The size of the device (being still
the largest tokamak in the world) and the recently installed [259,260]
ITER-Like Wall (JET-ILW) with Be on the main chamber wall and W
in the divertor provide erosion and retention data at the most relevant
conditions for ITER.
All measurements at JET [262] should be separated in two large
groups: in situ and ex situ measurements. The latter comprises postcampaign, or post-mortem analysis of the PFCs after they are retrieved
from the machine. The crucial difference lies in the way in which both
types of data can be interpreted. The practice of tokamak operations is

4.2. Experimental data
A spectroscopic method is widely used to quantify the sputtered
atomic Be flux [253,254]. In this method, the line intensity can be
converted to the sputtered flux with a spectroscopic parameter, so
Spt
called 𝑆∕𝑋𝐵, as follows. The sputtered flux of Be atoms, 𝛤Be , is
expressed as,
Spt

GL
𝛤Be = 𝛤Be→Be+ + 𝛤Be
,

(1)
GL
𝛤Be

is the
where 𝛤Be→Be+ is the ionization flux of Be atoms, and
GL is negligibly small, which
geometrical loss flux of Be atoms. When 𝛤Be
is the critical condition of the method, Eq. (1) can be written as,
Spt

𝛤Be ≈ 𝛤Be→Be+ = 4𝜋

𝑆
𝐼 .
𝑋𝐵 Be

(3)

(2)
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Fig. 4. Comparison of computational ERO2.0 and experimentally measured effective Be sputtering results with JET-ILW limiter plasma conditions as a function of electron density,
𝑛𝑒 (left), and temperature (right). Also shown is the computated Be sputtering result using Be target with 50% D (‘‘ERO-min’’) and pure Be target (‘‘ERO-max’’) approximations
(yellow shadowed area). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Source: Reproduced from Refs. [164,261].

Fig. 5. Temperature dependence of the experimentally measured effective Be sputtering in JET with ILW. Left: Chemical (Ychem ) and physical (Yphys ) sputtering yield of Be. Right:
Spectroscopic data for Be and D atomic species and for BeD and D2 molecules.
Source: Reproduced from Ref. [261]

that the sample extraction can in most cases be done only during the
shutdown phases, which take place after long experimental campaigns.
In total the wall is exposed to a large number of plasma discharges
with various configurations (e.g. safety factor q, heating power, wall
clearance, strike point position, seeding of various plasma diagnostic
and control gases), and therefore different plasma parameters and
PWI conditions. All these make it virtually impossible to obtain the
exact conditions determining the PWI experienced by an individual
PFC during a campaign hence making post-mortem data interpretation
highly demanding. Further, plasma conditions always vary, even across
a single wall element during a pulse. Some tokamaks are equipped
with manipulators or shutters allowing sample exposure for a dedicated
period and its removal and exchange without the need for the vent of
the tokamak vessel. However, such setup is not available at JET.

by various spectrometers and photomultiplier tubes providing various
optimizations for time and spectral resolution.
A combination of optical emission spectroscopy (OES) and limiter
discharges have been applied at JET to measure in situ the gross erosion
of Be under controlled plasma conditions. Limiter discharges with
different fuelling rates were used to provide a variation of local plasma
conditions and the incident energy of impinging ions. Fig. 4 shows
the variation of the effective Be sputtering yield, determined by 𝑆∕𝑋𝐵
method, as a function of the plasma density and electron temperature
(described in Ref. [261] and Section 4.2). The effective Be sputtering
yield is the total sputtering composing of Be physical sputtering and
CAPS (Section 3.2.2). The presented ‘‘ERO-max’’ calculation assumes
sputtering from a pure Be lattice, whereas the ‘‘ERO-min’’ calculated
value assumes Be sputtering from a surface containing 50% D within
the Be lattice. At low electron temperatures the sputtering is caused by
deuterons, whereas at higher temperatures (> 30 eV), self-sputtering
by Be ions becomes dominant. ERO2.0 has been successfully used in
modelling these experimental results [164].
The limiter discharges lead also to the increase of the surface temperature of the Be limiters, which in turn leads to a change of the local
sputtering mechanism of Be. It was found that the CAPS mechanism is a
relevant release path in the case of JET at low Be surface temperatures.
Up to 1∕3 of the gross erosion could be attributed to the CAPS
release mechanism as shown in Fig. 5 which was deduced from OES on
the BeD A-X band emission and Be I and Be II line emission [261]. The
CAPS mechanism is linked with the D concentration in the near-surface

5.1.1. In situ measurements
This section focuses on the in situ measurements at JET, which
are mostly spectroscopic, because they can be interpreted by a direct modelling of any instant plasma conditions and configuration
as described below. JET is equipped with a number of spectroscopic
sightlines measuring integrated light in various spectroscopic ranges.
Some of these look in the horizontal direction (coming normal or
tangential to the inner wall elements) at the midplane; others look into
the JET-ILW divertor from the top of the machine. Multiple sightlines
provide certain spatial resolution. The light is often split and registered
10
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5.1.2. Ex situ measurements
Despite the complexity of post-mortem data interpretation described
above, a number of valuable results were obtained, giving insight on
the general distribution of erosion, deposition and fuel retention [191]
along the Be–W wall [247] or, for instance, the impact of Be castellation (gaps) on the PSI issues [264]. In addition, as mentioned in
Section 3.3.2, ex situ analyses have allowed for validation of global
migration codes such as WallDYN. The experimental methodologies
applied in the retention and co-deposition analyses have been listed
in Section 3.1.
The gradual introduction of Be in JET since 1989 [265] allowed
for studies of material-dependent fuel retention and material migration.
Fig. 8(a) shows the JET-C vessel wall with Be tiles on the floor and in
two toroidal belts of limiters comprising in total about 2000 castellated
blocks, which are shown in detail in Fig. 8(b): 36 cm long and 16 mm
wide, castellated every 16 mm with a 1 mm wide groove. Details of
the exposed tiles are on the accompanying images: exposed surfaces
with molten and unaffected areas (Fig. 8(c)), side surfaces located in the
gap between the tiles showing the extent of deposition (around 16 mm
deep into the gap) and also demonstrating that the castellation grooves
are free both from dust and molten metal even in the areas of melting
on PFS (Figs. 8(d)–(e)); view of two surfaces inside the castellation
gap showing shallow deposition, only 2–3 mm deep into that narrow
gap (Figs. 8(f)–(g)). Analyses performed after ≃56 000 s of plasma
operation have shown that: (i) deuterium retention was associated with
co-deposition of carbon eroded from the inner wall cladding and upper
limiter tiles, and (ii) the deposition increases with the gap width [266].
In 1994 the Mk-I divertor was implemented. First it was operated
with tiles made of carbon fibre composites (Mk-I-CFC) and in 1995 with
Be tiles (Mk-I-Be). Operation with Mk-I-Be was for 20 303 s including
of 9153 s of diverted plasma. The divertor was composed of roofshaped, castellated Be blocks 72 mm long poloidally, 30–40 mm wide
toroidally, 50 mm high, separated by gaps either 6 or 10 mm wide
and castellated 6 x 6 mm with a 6 mm deep and 0.6 mm wide groove.
A general view of JET-C with the Mk-I-Be divertor and details of the
tiles are shown in Figs. 9(a)–(d). Deuterium on these tiles has always
been detected together with carbon originating from the erosion of the
main chamber limiters, thus indicating that co-deposition occurs in the
gaps between tiles and to some extent in the grooves of castellation
but only 1–2 mm deep into the groove, as shown in Fig. 9(e) [267].
No D was detected to be retained in bulk Be. The retention in the
Be tiles was much smaller than on the previously operated Mk-I-CFC
components [177,268]. As stated above, all C found in the Be divertor
must have originated from erosion of the main chamber wall, so that
the differences between the CFC and Be divertors may be attributed to
the lack of the local C source in case of the Be divertor floor.

Fig. 6. Experimentally measured release of BeD from Be surfaces as function of impact
energy in the JET-ILW and compared with PISCES-B data.
Source: Reproduced from Ref. [148].

region. Without sufficient deuterium reservoir present, the release of
chemical compounds by physical impact is much reduced, and therefore at higher surface temperatures and lower fuel content in the Be
surface, less molecular-related sputtering can be expected and physical
sputtering will be dominant. In addition to surface temperature, the
energy of impacting D ion has a decreasing effect to the formation
of sputtered BeD molecules (Fig. 6). These analyses are specific only
for well-defined limiter conditions with plasma contact and which are
described in detail in Ref. [261]. The observations are in-line with MD
calculations (Ref. [218] and Section 6.2) and with linear plasma studies
in PISCES-B [263].
The situation is more complex in the case of diverted plasmas when
the separatrix is between 5 and 10 cm away from the first wall. In
these plasma discharges, residual ion flux to the wall and CX neutrals
determine the global source of Be. Deconvolution can only be done with
the aid of modelling as CX neutral fluxes are not directly measured;
both WallDYN and ERO2.0 codes, applied with an appropriate plasma
background have been used. Fig. 7 shows a comparison of experimental
data from OES during JET reference pulses in limiter, ohmic, L- and Hmode conditions and the corresponding ERO2.0 modelling results. The
experimental and the ERO2.0 modelling results are in good agreement
in the limiter phase and in fair agreement in the H-mode phase,
which is mainly caused by the uncertainties in extrapolation of plasma
conditions to the first wall. Also shown in Fig. 7 is the complete 3D
analysis of Be gross erosion and Be net deposition in JET-ILW. This
methodology has allowed benchmarking of the code, which has been
qualified for predictions for different ITER plasma conditions [161].

Fig. 7. Comparison of experimental spectroscopy and ERO2.0 modelling on effective Be sputtering in different JET-ILW plasma scenarios. Also shown the main Be erosion and
deposition zones in JET-ILW as obtained with ERO2.0.
Source: Reproduced from Ref. [164].
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Fig. 8. View inside the JET vessel with Be components: (a) floor of the Mk-0 divertor and belt limiters, (b) Be tiles of the belt limiter, (c) surface topography of plasma-facing
surfaces, (d) and (e) side surfaces of limiters, (f) and (g) cleaved limiter with surfaces inside the groove of castellation and those freshly opened by cleaving.

To enable material migration and fuel retention studies, a set of
erosion–deposition diagnostic tools has been installed in the divertor
and on the main chamber wall: marker tiles and a package of wall
probes described in detail in Ref. [271]. For ex situ examinations they
have been retrieved and exchanged by new sets during major shutdowns after consecutive campaigns in 2011–2012 (ILW-1), 2013–2014
(ILW-2) and 2015–2016 (ILW-3). In addition, dust has been collected
(for details see Section 5.3).
An overview of Be migration mechanisms in JET-ILW is given in
Ref. [64]. The general migration paths for limited and diverted plasma
configurations are depicted in Fig. 12. Be is eroded from limiters in the
main chamber by ions and CX neutrals from the plasma. A detailed
quantitative description based on profiling tiles from the inner and
outer wall limiters has been given in Ref. [272], while massive erosion
and material splashing from the upper dump plates (UDP) is discussed
in Ref. [169]. The eroded and ionized material migrates along the SOL
magnetic field lines and is transported to the divertor. The poloidal
cross section of the W divertor is shown in Fig. 13, where tile numbers
and poloidal S-coordinate are indicated. The main deposition area is
in the upper part of the inner divertor where co-deposited Be-rich
layers are formed: especially on Tile 0 and on the so-called apron (top
flat part) of Tile 1 (S-coordinates 0–227 mm introduced in Fig. 13).
The retained fuel, around 0.3% of the injected gas, is detected mainly
in layers formed on the upper part of the inner divertor (Table 1).
Their thickness reached around 10 μm [262,273–276] as measured
after ILW-1, and 20 μm after ILW-2 [191,277]. It should be stressed
that Be-based co-deposits are significantly thinner than the C-layers
formed on the wall components of JET-C. This is because of the strong
reduction of the C source (only residual C in JET-ILW and no chemical
erosion of Be), reduced Be transport to the shadowed areas in the
divertor (limited long-range transport of Be), and significantly lower
fuel retention in the Be-rich co-deposits. JET-ILW divertor deposits
consist mainly of Be with 3–20 at.% of C, O, N and small amounts of
Ni and W [191,247,275,278].
The retention by implantation and co-deposition on PFSs of Be
limiters constitutes around 30% of the total retention on such surfaces
(see Table 1 and Ref. [65]). In addition there is transport to the
grooves of tile castellations, where the deuterium fuel is deposited at
the very entrance of the castellated groove: a shallow deposition pattern

Fig. 9. (a) View inside of JET with the castellated Be limiter tiles of the Mk-I(Be)
divertor operated in 1995. (b) A schematic view showing the arrangement of the Be
divertor tiles and the location of Langmuir probes. (c) Side view of castellated Be
divertor tiles showing the castellation gaps being clean of molten material and dust.
(d) Top view of the inner and outer divertor showing melt zones. (e) D distribution
on side surfaces between the tiles and inside the castellation.

Images in Figs. 10(a) and (b) show respectively the all-metal JETILW vessel and the tile map with the colour-coded distribution of the
wall materials. All Be tiles are castellated to ensure thermo-mechanical
durability and integrity of materials under high heat flux loads: 12 × 12
mm net with a 12 mm deep and 0.4 mm wide groove. In total there are
1183 tiles with 168 203 castellated blocks [264] with a total weight
exceeding 2.5 tonnes. In addition, inner wall cladding (IWC) tiles are
coated with evaporated 8 μm-thick evaporated films; around 12 kg of
Be [269,270]. Detailed views of the different limiter types are shown
in Figs. 11(a)–(f).
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Fig. 10. (a) Inside of JET with Be and W PFCs of the ILW. Schematically marked the locations of erosion–deposition diagnostics: marker tiles (red) and wall probes (blue). (b) Map
of PFCs on the high field side of JET-ILW: 1-Be upper dump plates, 2-Be inner wall guard limiters, 3-Be coil protection, 4-Be-coated Inconel tiles on the inner wall, 5-components
of the W divertor. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Table 1
Summary of the retained D total amounts in JET-ILW in-vessel components as measured
after ILW-1 campaign [191].

reaching only 0.5–1.5 mm into the 12 mm deep gap and low D content
not exceeding 4 × 1018 at./cm2 [264]. The modelling has also shown a
very significant increase of deposition (and inventory) with the increase
of the gap width, e.g. over 10 times when the width of castellation is
increased from 0.5 mm to 2 mm.
Analysis of PFSs of Be limiters with X-ray diffraction (XRD) has
clearly shown two distinct composition patterns: Be–W mixed intermetallic compounds on the sides of limiters (deposition zone), whilst
only pure Be is detected in the erosion zone [264]. The formation
of thin layers containing Be–W intermetallic compounds on the inner
divertor vertical tile has also been identified using XPS [234,280].
Unlike the bulk Be limiters, the recessed Be-coated IWC tiles are not
affected directly by the plasma: (a) no significant deviation from the
original coating thickness has been detected, (b) the surface content
of deuterium is in the range (0.9–1.7) × 1017 cm−2 , and (c) the bulk
content of deuterium in Be does not exceed 0.2 at.%, and most likely
comes from CX neutral implantations. The fuel level indicates that a
single IWC tile does not constitute a major trapping site for hydrogen
isotopes. However, due to the large total surface area formed by all the

JET vessel component

Number of D atoms

Upper dump platesa
Outer poloidal limiters
–outer walld

a

2.1 × 1022
a

Inner wall guard limitersa
–recessed limitersc
–inner wall (IWC tiles)b

1.4 × 1022
1.1 × 1022
1.7 × 1022

Divertor (excl. tile 5e )
–inner divertorc
–outer divertorc

2.1 × 1023
1.7 × 1023
3.9 × 1022

Bulk Be tile.
Be-coated tile.
c
W-coated CFC tile.
d
W-coated CFC tiles and steel surfaces.
e Bulk W tile.
b
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Fig. 11. Details of Be components of JET-ILW: (a) outer wide poloidal limiters, (b) upper dump plates, (c) coil protection tiles, (d) RF antenna protection tiles and outer narrow
poloidal limiters, (e) lower hybrid antenna protection tiles, (f) inner wall guard limiters and Be-coated Inconel tiles of the inner wall.
Table 2
Total amounts of D, Be and C impurities deposited in the JET-ILW divertor during
three operational campaigns [279].
Impurity

ILW-1

ILW-2

ILW-3

D
Be
C

0.9 g
53 g
13 g

0.7 g
60 g
7 g

0.9 g
46 g
6 g

principally when the plasma strike points are on the corner tiles: Tile 4
in the inner and Tile 6 in the outer divertor. The formation of the Berich layers has been measured on various wall probes [247,281–284]
and modelled [190,285]. The latter indicates that particles reflected
from the line-of sight surfaces experience multiple reflection/scattering
events resulting in deposition over all surfaces in the shadowed region.
However, a crucial outcome in JET-ILW is the reduction of deposition
by factor 30–40 when compared to the deposition in JET-C. As an
example, the thickest layers measured on JET-ILW test mirrors, which
were found to be 0.8 μm while in JET-C these deposits were thicker
than 20 μm [281].
In addition, the ex situ analyses of PFCs retrieved after all the ILW
campaigns have consistently shown a significant reduction of the global
in-vessel deuterium fuel retention (by a factor of 15–20) in comparison to the previously used all-carbon wall [64,65,146,191]. Further,
it has been observed that the D retention in the JET-ILW divertor
remained approximately unchanged in all three ILW campaigns [279]
and Table 2. This is despite variations in the total and relative codeposition rates of impurities Be and C in the divertor from campaign
to campaign. This makes it challenging to ascertain the pre-dominant
D retention mechanism. However, the retained D distribution amounts
in the divertor correlate with the Be distribution maximum suggesting
a plausible significance of Be-D co-deposition over C–D co-deposition.

Fig. 12. Be migration paths in JET-ILW. Main chamber components in the plasma
high- and low-field side (HFS and LFS) interact with ions and CX neutrals from the
plasma. Eroded Be particles flow in the SOL ending up deposited mainly in the inner
divertor.
Source: Reproduced from Ref. [148].

5.2. Modelling

IWC tiles, the global amount of the retained fuel is found to be as high
as on the inner wall limiters (see Table 1).
Be and other species are transported to the remote areas of the
divertor (i.e. areas shadowed from the direct plasma line-of-sight)

Erosion of the Be FW, and the physical/chemical sputtering of Be
has been further investigated using the 3D local transport and PSI
14
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Fig. 13. Poloidal cross section of the W divertor of JET-ILW. Tiles are numbered 0–8 and the so-called S-coordinate system (red in mm) defines precisely the poloidal position in
the divertor.
Source: Reproduced from Ref. [191].

recent and sophisticated MD simulations [290,291] (see Fig. 14). To
reproduce the effect of the D outgassing from the surface, coupling ERO
with object kinetic Monte-Carlo (OKMC) simulations was shown to be
useful (Section 6.2.1).
In addition, it has been shown experimentally that CAPS contributes
up to 50% of all sputtering at surface temperatures of the order of
200 ◦ C, but becomes negligible at higher temperatures (∼500 ◦ C) [261].
It is worth mentioning that at the atomistic level the CAPS of Be is
a different process compared to the carbon chemical sputtering, and
requires a certain threshold energy for the sputtering to take place.
The surface, atomic and molecular data were validated by reproducing
the experimental Be I, Be II and BeD A-X band spectroscopic emission
during the plasma parameter scan.
A crucial influence of the coupled radio frequency (RF) heating
power from ICRH antenna on erosion (factor 2–3 increase of erosion
yield compared to cases without ICRH) was investigated experimentally
by sequential antenna toggling experiments (switching on and off the
antennas) and with simulations using the ERO code [293]. The analytical procedure necessary to calculate the local effective sputtering
yields was adapted to take into account an additional surface biasing
effect due to RF sheath rectification [294]. In the calculations, the same
sputtering assumptions were used as for the inner wall simulations (Be
target with a 50% D content in the near surface region; labelled as
‘‘ERO-min’’ in Fig. 14) to reproduce the experimental antenna toggling
effect. Several key issues need further investigation, such as the fraction
of CAPS versus physical sputtering, and the type of BeDn molecules
being released (BeD, BeD2 , BeD3 ). Observations obtained from the
JET-ILW, such as the surface temperature and outgassing influence on
CAPS, are not yet fully understood nor reproduced in the modelling,
and further development is required. One of the main uncertainties
for modelling are the plasma parameter backgrounds used, which are
remapped in 2D (poloidal cross section) from various diagnostic data
sources [289], or simulated using the EDGE2D-EIRENE code [293].
It is important to mention that the same code and sputtering data
were also applied to PISCES-B experiments (Section 4.2) where the case
of Be sputtering by He was also investigated [252]. Those experiments
show that, in this case, the BCA [287] data for pure Be again overestimates the erosion by roughly a factor of 5. Thus, in general the
simulations for PISCES-B and JET-ILW are in agreement.
Finally, we conclude for ITER that simulations performed with
the validated ‘‘ERO-min’’ model for the erosion yields correspond to
the most positive ITER first wall life time ERO predictions [295]
(4200 ITER QDT = 10 discharges, 400 s duration) [158]. It should
be mentioned, however, that the ‘‘ERO-min’’ predictions are strongly

Fig. 14. The normal incidence sputtering yields systematically used by ERO for ITER,
JET-ILW and PISCES-B simulations: the ‘‘ERO-min’’ and ‘‘ERO-max’’ approximations as
well as various BCA results (original 2002 and 2007 data) [289] and MD simulations
coupled with OKMC calculations [290].
Source: Reproduced from Ref. [291]

Monte-Carlo modelling technique applied in the ERO code [212]. In
particular, the OES studies discussed above [148] were interpreted
by respective ERO simulations [286]. For the determination of the
sputtering Be yields and for the assessment of the erosion data, dedicated experiments were performed with limiter plasmas being shifted
towards the inner wall having only a single plasma–wall interaction
(PWI) poloidal contact point [261]. It was shown that for the plasmawetted areas, the best fit of the effective physical sputtering yield
(based on molecular dynamic (MD) simulations (Section 6.2.1) and
binary-collision approximation (BCA) [287] calculations) was obtained
by assuming Be with 50% deuterium in the interaction layer [286].
A procedure for numerical (ERO) or analytic [288] generation of angle
and energy distributions of sputtering ions on their impact with surface
was suggested and shown to be of importance. Accounting for these
effects leads to a unique effective yield for each PFC surface depending
on the orientation of the magnetic field with respect to the surface and
local plasma parameters.
The sputtering data for Be in the form of fitting parameter set were
incorporated into the IAEA database [292]. Data validated with ERO
applied to the existing devices was successfully reproduced by the most
15
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Fig. 15. Flakes of dust collected from PISCES-B, (a) newly created flake and (b) an older flake that has been coated with eroded Be.

Studies of dust in JET-C started in 1998 after the full D-T campaign.
Over 150 g of C-rich co-deposits were found in the divertor in areas
shadowed from the plasma line-of-sight [299]. The Be content in that
dust was up to 2.4 wt% [146] but no microscopy studies were carried
out at that time because of technical issues in handling materials highly
contaminated with tritium.
Study of dust from the JET-ILW experiments has been carried
out also in response to the ITER needs related to the nuclear safety
assessment. A comprehensive research program comprising several dust
collection methods: (i) remotely controlled vacuum cleaning of the
divertor; (ii) local sampling of loosely bound matter from PFC surfaces
using adhesive carbon stickers; (iii) collection of mobilized particles
on surfaces of various erosion–deposition probes (EDP) [271] located
in the divertor and in the main chamber: dust monitors (Si plates),
test mirrors, spatial blocks and covers of quartz microbalance (QMB)
devices. A critical assessment of the collection methods has been made
in Ref. [300].
Detailed studies require a broad range of techniques and a network
of specialized laboratories with ability and expertise in analysis of a
broad spectrum of species, from hydrogen isotopes to tungsten and
handling of tritium- and Be-contaminated materials. Analyses were performed by a range of methods including scanning electron microscopy
(SEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and its scanning variant (STEM), focused ion beam (FIB) [264,281,300–305], energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX), electron probe micro-analysis, (EPMA),
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) [234,280], standard and microbeam NRA and PIXE [281,300,302,304–306], ERDA [281,300], radiography [307], liquid scintillography (LSC) [308], TDS [300,308,309],
total combustion [308] and other techniques. It should be stressed that
the X-ray based detection of Be requires both proper detectors and an
experienced SEM/EDX operator because of a very low energy of X-ray
radiation (K𝛼 (Be) = 108 eV). The signal is therefore strongly attenuated
even by a thin layer of deposit on Be particles.
The main finding is that the total amount of dust collected by
vacuum cleaning after each of the three sequential JET-ILW campaigns
is only about 0.9–1.4 g per campaign (with 19.1–23.5 h plasma operation per campaign). This result is obtained despite the fact that
the total energy input was increasing in the course of campaigns: 150
GJ, 201 GJ and 245 GJ, respectively, in ILW-1 (2011–2012); ILW-2
(2013–2014); ILW-3 (2015–2016) [191,300,309]. The amount of JETILW dust is therefore over 100 times smaller than the collected dust
amounts in JET-C [146]. Main reasons for this observed discrepancy
can be summarized as (i) there is no chemical erosion of the Be PFCs,
(ii) the long-range transport mechanism of eroded particles is lacking
in Be wall and (iii) Be deposits are formed as thin layers, which do
not show strong flaking, peeling or exfoliation properties. Photographs
in Fig. 16 show the transfer of Be- and T-contaminated dust from the
pot of the cyclone-type vacuum cleaner to a Petri dish. All operations
have been carried out in a glove box of the Beryllium Handling Facility
at JET [151] in order to enable preparation of samples for further
shipment and studies in qualified external laboratories. Microscopy,

Fig. 16. Transfer of vacuum cleaned JET dust from a pot to a Petri glass. Work
performed in a glove box at the Be Handling Facility at JET, Culham Science Centre..

dependent on assumptions made on the far SOL plasma in ITER. At
this stage, the physics understanding of far-SOL transport in tokamak
plasmas does not allow the prediction of the edge plasma properties in
ITER. This is a topic of ongoing investigations both experimentally and
theoretically. Therefore, the ERO estimates have to be refined using
the most recent JET-ILW experience, including the role of CAPS and
detailed plasma-shadowing [291] through the improved procedure for
the local effective yields (the analytic sheath model mentioned above).
5.3. Dust: Results from PISCES-B and JET
In early experiments with small-scale use of Be-based PFCs (UNITOR [296] and ISX-B [144,145]), no results on dust generation were
reported. On a large scale Be has been used only in PISCES-B and JET.
In an early study of Be dust in PISCES-B [297], only 40% of the eroded
material from prior campaigns could be accounted for; 80% of the
measured Be was found in well-adhered coatings within the vacuum
vessel. However, it was noted that these coatings were exfoliating
and possibly the source of the collected dust. The size distribution of
collected dust was also determined, showing an increasing amount of
smaller sized particles. Later collection of dust from PISCES-B was not
quantified, but showed a larger amount of flaking of the wall coatings
[298]. Images from the later dust collection showed that newly formed
flakes of dust typically consist of columnar layers of deposits, whereas
older Be flakes were observed to have undergone additional Be layer
deposition while located within the plasma exposure region of the
device, as shown in Fig. 15.
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Fig. 17. Examples of four categories of Be particles in matter retrieved by vacuum cleaning from the JET divertor after ILW-2: (a) droplet coated with tungsten-rich deposit, (b)
splash, (c) co-deposit, and (d) debris from a limiter tile.

the Si-deposit interface. Blisters, 4–60 μm in diameter, are observed
which break and peel-off, but fragments of those flakes have not been
detected on the monitor. On the contrary, particles deposited on the
monitor stick well to the surface. Their areal density amounts to approx.
400–500 cm−2 , as estimated from SEM survey images.

EDX and EPMA of the vacuumed grains show a large variety of particles
sizes and elemental composition: Be, C, O, Ni+Cr+Fe, Al, W, Mo.
Priority has been given to the search for Be-containing objects. SEM
images and corresponding EDX spectra in Fig. 17 give an overview
of the Be-based particles vacuumed from the divertor after the ILW-2
phase. Four categories of particles have been identified: (i) droplets of
molten Be from limiters covered by deposited species (W in this case),
thus suggesting their residence in the divertor for some time before
the end of the campaign (Fig. 17a); (ii) splashes of the same origin
(Fig. 17b); (iii) co-deposits detached from the divertor tiles (Fig. 17c);
and (iv) debris of Be from the tiles (Fig. 17d) – however, the origin of
such debris is most probably associated with the installation of PFC by
the remotely handled (RH) robotic arm.
Another topic has been related to the tritium presence in different
types of particles. Detailed examination was preceded by the selection
process using imaging plate (IP) technique to identify tritium-free
and tritium-containing particles. It has been noticed that Be particles contain much less tritium than in carbon and even in tungsten
grains [307].
Local sampling by adhesive carbon stickers and by in-vessel dust
monitors revealed a large diversity of collected particles. Material
sampled by adhesive sticky pads is dominated by pieces of Be-rich
co-deposits as reported in Refs. [301,302,306]. There is also a very
limited amount of flakes detached from the Be-coated tiles of the
inner wall cladding (just one detected) and small Be droplets are
also detected [302]. A characteristic feature described in detail in
Refs. [300,302] is related to significant structural differences of Berich co-deposits: from compact and dense stratified structures to very
loose matter with porosity exceeding 50%, as could be estimated from
focused ion beam (FIB) -produced and STEM-examined samples. Porous
co-deposits resemble nano-tubes and their density was assessed to be on
the order of about 0.6 gcm−3 [300].
Particles found on the dust monitor Si plates represent material
which was not mechanically disturbed by the collection method, as
unavoidably happens in the case of vacuum cleaning or sampling with
sticky pads. A variety of dust particles and also Be-rich co-deposits
resulting from material migration in JET-ILW [300] are found. The
300–350 nm thick layer formed on the Si plate tends to flake due
to the internal stress related to thermo-mechanical incompatibility at

Be on dust monitors and also on other wall probes occurs in the form
of circular flat splashes (Fig. 18a, b) and droplets of regular spherical
or oval shape (Fig. 18c, d), while elongated particles are very rare
objects (Fig. 18e). This fairly regular shape and only traces of co-deposit
on the surface of splashes indicate that they were formed in the very
last stage of the second operational period of JET-ILW (ILW-2), when
experiments on runaway electron generation were carried out. This
resulted in melting of the upper dump plates and, as a consequence,
ejection of molten matter. On the surfaces of many studied Be droplets
and splashes nano-bubbles/blisters (100–250 nm in diameter) and pits
of similar dimensions are found. Their presence suggests boiling of Be
liberated from the limiters (details shown in Refs. [300,303]).
In summary, all studies of the dust from JET-ILW have consistently
shown that the amount of Be-rich particles was very small. Their
fraction may be conservatively estimated at the level of 1–2% of the
total number of particles retrieved from the machine. It is also very
strongly stressed that Be splashes adhere well to the substrates on
which they are deposited, thus showing that the release of molten metal
cannot be directly translated to the formation of loose matter, i.e. easily
mobilizable Be particles. Risks related to potential dust mobilization
during the RH in-vessel operation is a safety concern. Therefore, a
dedicated experiment was performed in JET-ILW. Ten dust collectors
(sticky pads) was placed at various locations on the RH robotic arm.
The accumulation of Be- and W-based particles was negligible: only a
single particle of Be-rich deposit was identified. The study confirmed
earlier experimental evidence that Be-rich co-deposits (and also W
coatings on CFC) adhere well to PFC surfaces. The absolute majority
of collected objects were aluminium-based and most likely originated
from the construction material of the RH equipment itself [310].
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Fig. 18. Be droplets (a–c) and splashes (d–f) found on dust monitors during ILW-2.

6. Fundamental simulations of hydrogen behaviour in Be

four different atomistic structures can be identified depending on their
geometries with different H formation energies, which is attributed
to interstitial positions around atoms of each type. The dissolution
energy of an interstitial H atom lies between 1.10 eV and 1.41 eV (with
zero-point energy correction). These values fall between H dissolution
energy 1.05 eV in a pure W metal and 2.20 eV in a pure Be metal. The H
atom was found to diffuse without barrier along the sublattice formed
by the W atoms. H migration from the W sublattice to the Be sublattice,
and between different types of Be atoms exhibits an activation energy
of 0.3–0.5 eV depending on the process type and direction. Multiple
trapping of H in different types of single vacancies corresponding to
different types of missing atoms in the Be12 W lattice was calculated
in Ref. [319]. The detrapping energies vary in the range from 0.8 eV
down to about 0.45 eV for a W-vacancy depending on the H occupancy.
For different types of Be-vacancies the detrapping energies were found
to decrease from about 1 eV∼1.3 eV down to about 0.5 eV∼0.9 eV
depending on the occupancy.
For BeO, the DFT calculations predict strong anisotropy for diffusion
of self-interstitial Be atoms (1.9 eV and 0.9 eV) and self-interstitial
O atoms (1.09 eV and 1.43 eV) [320]. The diffusion of solute H is
anisotropic with activation energies 0.88 eV and 0.7 eV, whereas it was
found to be strongly trapped by Be- and O-vacancies with detrapping
energies of 2.87 eV and 3.44 eV, respectively.
In 𝛼-Be3 N2 , three different interstitial sites were identified, which
were associated to bonding with neighbouring Be atoms or with two
types of N atoms that have different chemical environment [321]. H
was found to have migration paths from a Be trapping site to an N
trapping site and back, between Be sites and between N sites with
activation energies of 0.41–0.66 eV depending on the particular path.
Further, H is strongly trapped in Be- and N-vacancies with detrapping
energies of 2.47 eV and 3.42 eV, respectively.

6.1. Electronic structure calculations for hydrogen trapping and migration
in Be
First-principle calculations based on electronic density functional
theories (DFT) studying H trapping and migration in Be have been
published in Refs. [311–316]. Recently, the available data were critically reviewed and the discrepancies, as well as some additional data
needs, were identified [317]. In a recent project [317,318], the main
thermodynamic and kinetic parameters for H in Be were re-evaluated
and the data set was extended. The main results and conclusions are
described here.
The diffusion of mono-vacancies in Be is found to be anisotropic
with lower activation energy (0.66 eV) in the basal plane of the hexagonal close-packed (hcp) crystal than out of the basal plane (0.83 eV).
The Be self-interstitial atom diffusion is likewise anisotropic with lower
activation energies in the basal plane (0.12 eV) than out of it (1.08 eV).
In addition, for the Be self-interstitials there also exists a path with an
activation energy of only 0.29 eV, which involves migration both in
and out of plane. The diffusion of solute hydrogen in non-defective
Be is an isotropic 2-step process involving migration between basaltetrahedral (BT) and octahedral (O) positions with the total activation
energy of 0.39 eV (BT→BT) and intermediate minima at O-positions
with 0.19 eV energy barriers (O→BT). According to DFT calculations,
up to 5 H atoms can be trapped in a single Be mono-vacancy with the
detrapping energies gradually decreasing with occupancy from about
1.5 eV for single H occupancy (H1 -V) down to about 1.0 eV for the
maximal occupancy of 5 H atoms (H5 -V). The calculated detrapping
energy barriers are calculated for migration from the vacancy to one of
the second nearest neighbour BT positions. These results represent the
first calculations of H migration paths near Be vacancies for all vacancy
occupancies, and hence provide detailed energy landscapes around
vacancies governing the trapping and de-trapping processes. The Be
di-vacancies were found to be energetically unfavourable for binding
and therefore unstable. However, the di-vacancies can be stabilized by
trapping of H atoms, thus providing a potential mechanism for vacancy
clustering and subsequent void formation.
Hydrogen diffusion and retention in Be compounds has been studied
with DFT for tungsten beryllide (Be12 W) [319], beryllium oxide (BeO)
[320] and beryllium nitride (𝛼-Be3 N2 ) [321]. In the Be12 W lattice

6.2. Long timescale evolution simulations
6.2.1. Molecular dynamics simulations of erosion and deposition of Be
The erosion and surface morphology of clean bulk Be has been
studied computationally using the MD technique. Simulations comprise
of cumulative D irradiations scanning over different irradiation parameters, such as irradiation energy, particle flux, target temperatures, and
formation and release of BeDn molecules. Fig. 19 summarizes the main
findings on total Be sputtering by D as obtained with MD [322]. At
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Fig. 19. Molecular dynamics simulation results for total Be sputtering yield by D (N = 2000). (a) Constant D impact energy 50 eV with varying D fluxes and Be surface temperatures.
Time intervals (in ps) between D particles bombarding the Be surface 3, 10 and 30 ps correspond to fluxes 6.73 × 1024 , 2.02 × 1024 and 0.67 × 1024 cm−2 s−1 , respectively. (b) Constant
D flux of 10 ps/impact (2.02 × 1024 cm−2 s−1 ) with varying D energies and JET-ILW surface temperatures.
Source: Reproduced from Ref. [322].

600 K, the implanted D atoms migrate back to the surface, ending
up mostly bound to Be atoms. At this temperature range, D could be
easily desorbed when forming D2 molecules, increasing the fraction of
D released in molecular form. The highest temperature, 1440 K, is close
to the Be melting point, leading to an increased Be sputtering due to
the increased atomic vibrational energy that weaken the interatomic
bonding of Be at high temperatures. With increasing temperature, the
Be sputtering yield increased at low impact energies (<150 eV).
In general, the Be surface morphology showed significant change
at different surface temperatures under D irradiation with different
energies. The Be surface damage was initiated already at the very
beginning of each D bombardment simulation. The implanted D was
found to bond with the Be atoms, and the deposited D-induced surface
modification at higher temperatures. Moreover, the erosion was not
homogeneous, leading to surface roughening.
The molecular erosion showed strong temperature dependence. Elevated temperature has an effect on the topmost surface D concentration
and on the resulted BeDn formation as shown in Ref. [322]. At temperatures lower than 500 K, the implanted D resides in the bulk subsurface
region resulting in low D concentration at the topmost surface layer
and consequently in low molecular erosion, where the main eroded
molecular species was seen to be BeD. At higher temperatures (T ≈
600 K), the D surface concentration increased due to the increased D
diffusion from bulk to surface, which resulted in a rapid increase in
total sputtering yield of Be atoms and BeD2 and BeD3 molecules became
the main eroded species, reducing the sputtered BeD:Be fraction. At
even higher temperatures (T > 1000 K), the Be was eroded again in
atomic form and as BeD molecules.
Fig. 20 presents a comparison of the MD simulated and experimentally measured total Be sputtering yields at the PISCES-B facility for 300
K surface temperature as a function of the incident D ion energy. The
experimental PISCES-B yields were measured using a polycrystalline Be
sample [323]. The difference between the MD and experimental total
Be yields is considerable, especially for impact energies higher than 60
eV. However, the experimental yield follows a similar increasing trend
as is seen in the MD simulations.
The effect of vacancy concentrations on the long-range D retention in the bulk region of Be was studied with OKMC calculations
using the MD results [290]. Vacancies are more favourable defects to
accommodate D atoms than the interstitial sites in Be; therefore, a
higher vacancy concentration provides more traps in which D atoms
can be accommodated and hence higher D concentrations. According
to the OKMC results, a linear correlation of the D distribution with
vacancy concentration was observed. At higher temperatures, the D
atoms distribute more evenly and deeper in the material, yielding to D

surface content decrease with increasing temperature. The key finding
obtained with OKMC is the strong temperature dependency of the D
concentration with the number of vacancies. In the initial stage all
vacancies were found to be filled with up to 5 D atoms (D5 -V) and
the other incoming D atoms from the irradiations diffused within the
material as interstitials. At lower temperatures, the D atoms remain in
the vacancies and form immobile D5 V defects. At higher temperatures,
the probability of D atoms becoming detrapped from the vacancies
increases due to the low D binding energy, and the detrapped D diffuse
fast towards the surface or deeper in the bulk as an interstitial.
The present MD simulations confirm the experimentally observed
reduction of sputtered BeD molecules with increasing target temperature and with increasing D ion impact energy (Fig. 20). This is seen as a
linear decrease in the ratio of the sputtered species BeD:Be, as reported
by experiments done at PISCES and JET (Section 5.1). Thus, the MD
results provide a detailed database of erosion yields to the large scale
impurity transport codes, such as ERO (Section 5.2).
Moreover, the resulting Be erosion yields were found to increase in
the presence of Ar and Ne plasma impurities in comparison with pure
D irradiation [324]. The sputtering yields increased with increasing
impact energy, while the effect of substrate temperature was found to
be negligible. The effect of impurities on BeDn molecular sputtering is
less significant and most of the sputtered species were BeD molecules.
At impact energies lower than 50 eV, adding noble gas impurities to
D bombardments would not significantly affect the Be erosion yield.
Furthermore, the sputtering mechanism at low ion irradiation energy
is due to the swift chemical sputtering, or CAPS phenomenon, which
means that Ar and Ne have very low probabilities of causing swift
chemical sputtering. However, noble gases affect the total erosion of
Be targets at impact energies higher than 100 eV where the possibility
for pure physical sputtering increases.
6.2.2. Calculations with rate theory equations
Measurements using TDS (Sections 3.1 and 3.3.3) are usually applied to study the total retention of gaseous species (mainly hydrogen
isotopes), as well as the presence of their different binding states
in the material. In the case in which different isotopes are present,
heterogeneous molecules are also measured (e.g. HD or DT). Although
classically applied to surface adsorbates, TDS is also widely used to
study hydrogen release from the bulk material. The release dynamics
can differ for H, D and T isotopes and happen also in form of molecules
(for instance D2 ), and thus are dependent on the recombination of
atoms at the surface. In this case the release is governed not only by
desorption from the surface, but also by diffusion towards the surface,
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Fig. 20. Left: Comparison of simulated (MD) and experimental (PISCES-B) results of total Be sputtering yield as a function of D impact energy at a 300 K surface temperature.
The corresponding Eckstein fit also shown (×0.5). Right: Comparison of the sputtered BeD:Be ratios obtained by two different MD approaches and experiments done at JET-ILW
and PISCES-B as a function of surface temperature.
Source: Reproduced from Ref. [290].

which, in turn, is often limited by multiple events of trapping and detrapping in the material defects happening on the way to the surface.
The latter process is dependent on the density of defects of various
types. Since analysis of the time and temperature evolution of release is
possible only in a limited number of cases, modelling is usually applied
to interpret the measurements.
In reaction–diffusion codes, systems of coupled partial differential
equations (PDE) describing the time evolution of volume concentrations of mobile and trapped species within the material are solved
in order to reproduce the course of a particular TDS experiment. The
typical processes taken into account in such a model are the diffusive
transport and the reactions of trapping and de-trapping into/out of
different trapping sites (defects) in the material. A time dependent
desorption flux from the surface as a function of near-surface hydrogen concentration can be introduced as a boundary condition for the
problem. Additional terms, such as implantation sources and transformation reactions can be added depending on the physical system under
consideration. As a result of such a simulation, the time evolution of the
volume concentration of hydrogen (trapped and solute) is obtained and
the desorption flux of particular species, e.g. D2 , can be compared to
the corresponding experimental data.
By adjusting the parameters of the model, such as diffusion constants and de-trapping energy barriers, experimental TDS spectra can
be fitted, providing information on particular mechanisms of particle
binding and migration in the material, which are otherwise not decipherable from the global measurement. Ab initio calculations, such
as DFT (Section 6.1), provide fundamental data points, however these
cannot cover all the needs, thus some values have to be treated as
free parameters, which provide effective reference values for particular
parameters (normally these are diffusion and de-trapping activation
energies). Several established reaction–diffusion codes for fusion applications exist, such as TMAP7 [326], advanced RE [327], TESSIM [328],
WHIMS [329], FESTIM [330] and CRDS [325]. These codes are typically one-dimensional, but recent efforts have been made to develop 2D
and 3D codes able to study the influence of the complex PFC geometry
on retention and permeation [331].
In the following, an example on the application of a reaction–
diffusion code is given. Coupled Reaction–Diffusion Systems (CRDS)
[325] is a reaction–diffusion code, which is applied to analysis of TDS
experiments on ion beam implanted single-crystalline Be [332–334],
and to desorption experiments on Be/D co-deposited layers [335].
Recently, this code has been optimized and extended to include, in
particular, multiple-trapping in mono-vacancies, surface coverage dependent desorption, and the formation of di-vacancies [325,336]. The
most recent set of DFT data [317] is used as input for the code.

CRDS has been applied to model TDS experiments on single-crystal
Be implanted by 1 keV D atoms with different fluences. D trapping in
implantation-induced mono-vacancies in Be is found to be the main
retention mechanism at low D fluences. The retention increases linearly
with the fluence up to about 5 × 1020 m−2 due to the increase in the
number of implantation-produced trapping sites (vacancies). According
to experimental data, in the fluence range (0.5–1.5) × 1021 m−2 the
amount of implantation-produced vacancies saturates, potentially due
to defect annealing during irradiation. This leads to broadening of
the TDS release peak towards higher temperatures and formation of
a shoulder at the lower temperature side (Fig. 21). These modifications
are attributed to trapping of more than three D atoms per monovacancy, as well as to possible vacancy clustering (vacancy clusters
stabilized by D trapping, Section 6.1). In addition, an extension of the
D retention region deeper into the bulk Be can be responsible for the
observed peak broadening towards higher temperature.
At fluences greater than 1.5 × 1021 m−2 the sudden formation of
a low temperature peak in the TDS spectrum is observed, which was
earlier [332] attributed to amorphization and formation of hydride
phases in Be. CRDS simulations indicate qualitatively that formation
of the low temperature binding states of D can be attributed to D
accumulation on the surface of Be, as the number of vacancies in the
bulk gets saturated. The surface coverage dependent desorption barrier
allows saturation of total D retention in Be due to release from the
saturated surface during ion beam exposure. It is pointed out in Refs.
[325,336], however, that a factor 10 larger surface area has to be
assumed to reproduce the experimental peak height, thus suggesting
development of a porous surface structure during exposure. At the
same time, formation of gas filled voids via vacancy clustering could
contribute to the appearance of low energy binding states.
7. Concluding remarks
This work provides a comprehensive overview and literature survey
on the application and properties of beryllium in nuclear fusion devices,
and updates the information published previously [3,4]. The preparation of such a review has also allowed the identification of gaps and
critical issues to be addressed in depth by future research to improve
predictive capabilities for ITER. One important area, as mentioned in
the Introduction (Section 1), is the impact of neutron-induced damage
on material structure and fuel retention. Most probably, it will not be
a subject of a quickly achieved resolution because of the current lack
of a relevant fusion neutron source. In this case, ion-induced damage
to simulate neutron effects may lead to answers with a high level of
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Fig. 21. An example of CRDS simulations of TDS spectra obtained after 1 keV/D implantation in single-crystalline Be (a) at different implantation fluences, and (b) for fluence
5 × 1020 Dm−1 , but with varying the initial D depth profile (h) parameter. See text for more details.
Source: Reproduced from Ref. [325].

uncertainty. However, an outstanding aspect which requires neutrons
is the activation of Be PFCs, and equally crucial is the activation of
intrinsic trace impurity species, such as uranium [337] which can lead
to the formation of plutonium. Material purity certificates with a list
of trace impurities is a pre-requisite, while such neutron experiments
could also be recommended in the materials qualification process.
Two other areas are related to Be limiters from JET-ILW: (i) the
impact of the chemical state of Be surfaces on fuel retention; (ii) the
consequences of the damage by power loads on fuel retention. Relevant
materials have been retrieved from JET-ILW and their characterization
has begun. Their chemical state has been determined using surface Raman spectroscopy [338] while metallography and mechanical studies
of limiters have provided the first data on the surface, subsurface and
bulk state in areas heavily affected by the plasma [339]. This will be
followed by retention studies. The JET-ILW results have confirmed that
the tritium retention in ITER will be dominated by co-deposition of
tritium with Be eroded from the first wall. While significant progress
has been made to understand the retention properties of Be co-deposits
produced in laboratory experiments and to provide predictive capabilities for ITER in terms of the amount of retention, much remains to be
done. A comparison between deuterium desorption from Be co-deposits
formed in JET and in PISCES-B has shown [223,340] similarities and
differences in the D trapping properties. The physical processes causing
trapping in co-deposits are still rather unclear. In particular, JET codeposits contain more impurities, such as historical carbon originating
from the JET-C era, than the co-deposits produced in the laboratory.
While co-deposits in ITER will also contain some level of impurities,
it is expected that the level of observed carbon will be lower than
in JET. Computer modelling of the co-deposition process carried out
with e.g. MD simulations, is necessary to shed some light on the fundamentals of the trapping processes and how they depend on the local
co-deposition conditions. This is required to understand and predict the
efficiency of tritium removal by baking in ITER.
Another challenge for ITER is an improved understanding of Be
dust formation and its properties. Only microscopic amounts of loose
matter is collected from the whole divertor region of JET after each
JET-ILW operational campaign: the total amount of collected material
is of the order of ∼1 gram per campaign, which includes plasma
disruptions and steady-state operations. Of this collected material, loose
Be amounts to just tens of milligrammes [272,300,341]. This makes
the determination of the size distribution and the surface specific
area – two important parameters for ITER – extremely difficult and
inconclusive taking into account the possible disintegration of particles
during collection process by RH vacuum cleaner. Serious safety risks
may be related to the instability of otherwise well-adhered co-deposits
in accidents involving moisture (water, vapour) ingress to the machine.
Early results of dedicated experiments carried out with Be limiters

from JET-ILW do not indicate dust generation under direct exposure
to hot water [342,343]. However, it has been observed that Be layers
deposited by magnetron sputtering had a very low adhesion on tungsten substrates, and the substrates had to be significantly roughened
to ensure some adhesion [195]. More studies on layer adhesion and
mechanical stability of Be layers are needed. Ejection of metal droplets
during disruptions is thought to be a key mechanism for dust creation
in ITER. A further crucial issue for ITER is to understand the possibility
of Be splashing during transient events and to quantify the amount of
material which could be ejected from the molten surface.
An important aim of activities in JET-ILW and PISCES-B is to provide data to modellers, both to validate transport codes and interpret
material migration scenarios and their impact on fuel retention. A
significant transport of Be to shadowed areas of the JET divertor is
measured [190,247,300]. The mechanism of this transport needs to
be identified: a key question refers to the role of CAPS, and therefore
of molecular species, on material migration. To date there is no clear
evidence of this, which indicates that molecular species probably are
dissociated very quickly, hence making their role in long-range material
migration less significant, but this needs to be verified.
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